Abstract. In this paper, we identify univariate prewavelets on spaces spanned by translates of multiquadric functions and other radial basis functions with nonequally spaced centers (or "knots"). Although the multiquadric function and its relations are our prime examples, the theory is sufficiently broad to admit prewavelets from other radial basis function spaces as well.
Introduction
The theme of this work is the construction of univariate prewavelets that are generated by translates of a radial basis function, where the translates are defined by a sequence of nonequally spaced centers. We first explain why radial basis functions are useful for the construction of prewavelets.
The purpose of wavelet and prewavelet decompositions of univariate squareintegrable functions is to decompose those functions both into their different frequency components, much like Fourier analysis does, as well as with respect to time, which is not possible with standard Fourier analysis. Every such decomposition of a given square-integrable function /, say, into a time/frequency series starts with establishing an initial approximation fk to f from a linear space Vk that is an element of a nested sequence of spaces (1.1) V0CVXCV2C---CL2(R) from which the (pre)wavelets are taken. One requires that (1.2) \JVj = L2(R),
;=o so that every / e L2(R) can be approximated arbitrarily closely in the L2(R) norm by an fk e Vk if k is sufficiently large. Then, orthogonal complements Wj c Vj+i of Vj, j e Z+, are studied. In other words, one seeks spaces Wj c Vj+X such that Wj _L Vj and Vj ®Wj = Vj+X. In fact, the sequence of spaces (1.1) is usually bi-infinite [2, 6, 7, 9] , but for the results of this paper it is more appropriate to restrict it to an infinite sequence. By constructing the Wj in the outlined fashion, we get an orthogonal decomposition of fk into an fo e Vq plus a series of gt e Wt, 1=0, I, ... , k -I :
Therefore, a decomposition of any square-integrable / into mutually orthogonal components, corresponding to the different frequency components in Fourier analysis is found. This can be viewed as a spatial orthogonal decomposition (1.3) L2(R) = V0 + W0 + WX + W2 + ....
The prewavelets are functions that generate such W¡. It is preferable that those prewavelets have local support or that they decay, so that the expansion of / 's components in each Wj is a localized decomposition (with respect to time). The prewavelets are called wavelets if they are orthonormal bases of the W¡ 's, but we are only dealing with prewavelets here. It is always the function fkeVk, which may for instance have been obtained by quasi-interpolation (e.g., Buhmann [5] ), that is actually decomposed computationally by the so-called fast wavelet transform. Therefore, it is important to the effectiveness of the decomposition that the spaces Vk allow fk to be a sufficiently accurate approximation to /, even if k is moderate. This is the point where the efficacy of radial basis functions can be exploited. We want to explain this point further. Radial basis function methods are generally known to be useful and accurate for the approximation of functions; cf., e.g., the review paper by the author [3] , which also includes an extensive list of references to other people's work. The key idea is to approximate from a space spanned by translates of a single function g , usually of global support, where the translates take the form g(\ • -x¡\) and the x¡ are given "centers". The methods were first introduced as interpolatory schemes but, because they were found to provide high-quality approximants, they are now used for many different approximation tools. In this paper, we submit another one in the shape of prewavelets. Radial function methods are easy to implement, and so is the approach proposed here, as we shall see, although special considerations are needed for the matrix computations involved and evaluation of approximants if the amount of data is large (Powell [14] ). Among all radial functions currently in use, the multiquadric radial function g(r) = yjr2 + y2 is probably best understood, both theoretically and from a practical point of view, and also it is the one most frequently used, partly by virtue of the variable real parameter y. Therefore, we shall focus on it in this article.
Up to now, the most frequent choice for the aforementioned Vj are spline spaces with equally spaced knots (Chui and Wang [9] for example), i.e., spaces of piecewise polynomials with knotspacing 2~j for the Vj. These spaces are spanned by B-splines which have compact support. This works well except that the resulting approximations are always of limited smoothness. However, if one takes spaces Vj spanned by the multiquadric functions centered at 2~Jk , i.e., y/(--2~ik)2 + y2, k eZ, then the known theory of radial functions (Buhmann [5] for example) provides essentially the same approximation order as splines and infinite differentiability as well. Sometimes better (spectral) approximation orders are obtained too (Buhmann and Dyn [8] ), but this depends strongly on / 's smoothness. The price of these advantages is giving up compact support of the basis functions, but there are generating functions for the V¡ from radial basis function spaces that decay very fast toward infinity. Such generating functions in the univariate multiquadric setting with scattered center points are found in Powell [13] , so that a theory of prewavelets on nonequally spaced data may be established for radial basis functions. Therein lies the purpose of this work. We therefore study prewavelets that stem from nested spaces V¡ spanned by a radial basis function, using in particular the multiquadric function and allowing the centers to be scattered. A very general account of generating prewavelets from shift-invariant spaces (including radial function spaces with gridded centers) is given by de Boor, DeVore and Ron [2] , but their technique cannot be applied to scattered data. The main focus of that paper lies in compactly supported prewavelets (mainly from box-spline spaces), which do not exist in spaces spanned by radial functions other than cb(r) = r2k+x , k e Z+ , in one dimension.
We will show how to find prewavelets y/j e Vx that are orthogonal to Vq and generate with Wq ± Vq, where V0 and Vx are spaces generated by nonequally spaced translates of a radial basis function such as the multiquadric function g(r) = yjr1 + y2. Here, Vq c Vx is obtained by demanding that these two spaces be produced by way of two sets of scattered centers, one a subset of the other. The "finer" set generates Vx, of course. Our principal example is the multiquadric radial function, but the setup in this work is sufficiently general to admit other choices of radial functions.
Once it is demonstrated how V0 , Vx and the prewavelets that generate Wo are found, the same principles can be followed to establish a whole sequence of nested subspaces Vj of L2(R) and to decompose the space as in (1.3). Incidentally, wavelets can be obtained from those prewavelets by a standard orthonormalization procedure.
Prior work to this paper are the papers about radial basis function prewavelets due to Buhmann [4] , Chui, Ward and Stöckler [10] and Micchelli, Rabut and Utreras [12] , which treat the case of equally spaced centers only (some of the preliminary results in the first paper mentioned also apply to scattered centers, and, on the other hand, the results in the third paper apply to the multidimensional setting too).
There now follows a section with preliminaries where the spaces Vq and Vx are defined. Thereafter, there is a section containing the principal results of this paper, where the prewavelets are explicitly constructed and some of their fundamental properties established. Several examples to which our analysis applies are stated at the end of that section as well. with T2/-1 = x¡, ¡' e Z, be given. We assume that these points satisfy the boundedness conditions
We let {B'j}Ji_(X> and {Bfj}'jí_00 be the sequences of B-splines of degree n on the knot sequences x and j_, with supports [x¡, Xj+n+x] and [t, , tj+n+\], respectively, normalized to form a partition of unity. Let <p e C(R) with <t>(x) ^ 0, x eR, (2.1) <f>(x) = 0(\x\~"~x~E), *->±oo, for some positive e , a real Fourier transform <j>(t) > 0, t e R, and /T^,«^ = 1 be given. For instance, we may take <j>(t) = \ g"(t), where g(t) is the multiquadric function yjt2 + y2, « = 1 and e = 1. We consider the functions Cj:=B<*cp, jeZ, Fj\=B)*cf>, jeZ.
In (2.2), * denotes convolution. We immediately record the two important
They are a result of the fact that the B-splines form a partition of unity and that the integral of <f> is one. With the example of <j> as suggested above and n = 1, Cj and Fj are second divided differences of the multiquadric function with respect to the sequences x and j_, respectively (Powell [13] ). We define
We note that if 0 is the ¿-distribution, then we get the spline spaces especially considered in Buhmann and Micchelli [7] . We shall now prove two elementary facts about these spaces. In the next section, we shall proceed to construct the prewavelets that generate the orthogonal complement W0 as in (1.4) of V0 in Vx . We begin with Proposition 1. The space Vq is contained in the space Vx.
Proof. This has already been discussed in Buhmann [4] , but we prove it here for the convenience of the reader. Let c = {Cj}JL_00 e l2(Z with c e l2(Z). Hence, reverting back to the form of / with the sum outside the integral, / e Vx, as required. D
It will be convenient in the sequel to write the spaces V0 and Vx as 5^ " â nd ^x,n,4> > respectively, so that 5^x,n,ô> f°r example, is the space of splines of degree n on the knot sequence x that are in L2(R) (by (2.5) with p = 2).
Of course it is relevant to our discussion that (1.2) can be satisfied in the present setup. Indeed, we have Proof. As the Fourier transform is an isometric isomorphism L2(R) -> L2(R), we may prove (2.6) in the Fourier domain. Let h e CC(R), where CC(R) denotes the space of compactly supported continuous functions on the reals. This is dense in L2(R). We need to show that h can be approximated arbitrarily closely in L2(R) by a function of the form Eyl-ooO5)'^1^ if k is larêe enough, where c = {ol^-oo € ¿2(z) and where the {^''^'l^-oo are the B-splines in -5^* " s. Since ¡j>(t) > 0, we have h/cf> e L2(R) and it can be approximated arbitrarily closely by ¿ZJl-oo CjB*'^ if k is large enough. This shows that the theorem is true. □
A PRE WAVELET ON NONEQUALLY SPACED CENTERS
In this section we shall construct prewavelets on nonequally spaced centers with the aid of certain "fundamental functions" of splines of degree 2n + 1. Precisely, suppose that there exist dl = {^}^=_00 e lx(Z) \ {0}, I eZ, such if I = j and n odd, 1 if I = j + 1 and n even, j,leZ. 0 otherwise, We call these *fy "fundamental functions" because their construction is related to the use of fundamental functions of interpolation for constructing prewavelets in Chui and Wang [9] and in Buhmann and Micchelli [7] . We define \pt := x¥<2C+l'> ■ This is in Vx because (n + 1) st derivatives of B-splines of degree 2« + 1 are expressible as finite linear combinations of B-splines of degree n (see Schumaker [15, p. 121] , for instance, but recall that the B-splines we use are normalized). In order for the differentiation to result in an absolutely convergent series here, we need that xi+x -t, is bounded away from zero by ô > 0 uniformly in /, because the formula for the derivative of a B-spline involves division by differences of t, 's. We have already required that this be true.
We assert that the desired orthogonality conditions y/( _L Vq hold, i.e., that
y/e(x)Ck(x)dx = 0, k,le
Together with (1.4), they imply W0 _L V0. This orthogonality is settled by a simple argument using integration by parts: Suppose (3.2) holds for a suitable de e ix(Z). Let St, for any integer I, be defined by ¿n+l oo (3.3) Se{x):=--y, 4K'2n+l(x)> ^K.
k=-oo
We get, using the fact that Cj and ^ and all their derivatives up to degree n + 1 are absolutely integrable and vanish at infinity, owing to (2.1) and the B-splines' compact support, It follows from our proof of the theorem that (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) may be replaced by three weaker but harder-to-verify conditions. (That is the reason why we have opted to mention them now rather than in the statement of the theorem.) In order to state them, it is convenient to adopt yet another notation, viz.
/oo /»oo / <p(y-xk+n+x)B)M(y-z)<t>(z)dzdy, j,keZ.
-oo J-oo This is well defined because of (2.1). respectively. Note that there are sets t that satisfy these conditions, because, for instance, any small enough pertubation of j_ = \ Z does so for the multiquadric function 4> = \g" , g(r) = yjr2 + y2 , n = 1, if y is small enough. For that choice, the difference between the right-and the left-hand sides of (3.11) is « 5 for small y , and so is the difference between the right-and the left-hand sides of (3.12). The left-hand side of (3.13) is « \ when y is small. The expression on the right-hand side of (3.14) is finite because of k < oo and (2.1), together with the boundedness condition rk+x -xk ^ S, k e Z. Thus, under the conditions stated in the theorem, \\DWoo < oo. If (3.11) instead of (3.5) is demanded, the i°°(Z) boundedness of the operator D becomes, in fact, explicit. The operator D may be inverted in l°°(Z) by a Neumann series approach, because ||D -7||oo < 1, as we shall now derive from (3.5) (or (3.11)). (Here, / is the identity matrix on Z x Z.) To explain this point in detail, observe that there is a 6 e (xk -rk+n+x, rk+2n+2 -rk+n+x) such that The penultimate display, (3.14), (3.15) and (3.5) give the desired estimate \\D -I\\oo < 1 • Therefore, D is a homeomorphism on t°°(Z), whence the coefficients dek exist with supies ll^lh < oo. That the weaker requirement The right-hand side is finite because the right-hand side of (3.14) is. In order to deduce (3.8) from (3.16), one uses the fact that (n + 1) st derivatives of B-splines of degree 2« + 1 are finite linear combinations of those of degree n (Schumaker [15, p. 121] which is a bound that does not contain the increasing factor S~n~x as the spacing of the rk 's decreases. We have to show (3.9) . By the same arguments as in the penultimate paragraph, HZ)-/111 «S ||Z>||i + l -2infDkk. kez Hence, under our assumption (3.7) or, in its weaker form, (3.13), there holds \\D -/||i < 1. So the coefficients dk are also absolutely summable over I eZ.
Using the fact that the B-splines {Bik2n+l}kL_oc form a partition of unity, we may conclude from dk = {¿¿JX-oo e ¿'(z) » k e Z, and (2.1) where (•, •) is the standard L2(R) inner product. Once such Bjk are found, we shall expand r\j in terms of the \pk 's to reach the desired conclusion F¡ e Vo®W0.
As the entries of the symmetric matrix % = {(Q> Q)}k,tez are nonnegative and the B-splines form a partition of unity, the matrix has i ' (Z) and £°°(Z) norm sapk€Z(r2k+2n+x -?2k-i)/(n + !)• This is finite because k is. More importantly, it is true that, under condition (3.12) or (3.6), ||/ -xlli = II/ -xlloo < 1 • The specific argument is as follows: First, we note that (3.22) and then l/-y|| < gup T2fe+2"+1 ~Xlk~x V XWp =*. =>UP , , /tez n + "
for a suitable 6 e [0, T2A;+2n+i -T2yt-i) • Thus, according to the conditions in the statement of our theorem, the right-hand side of (3.22) is less than one. Hence x is a homeomorphism with inverse x~l m £l(Z) and in £°°(Z). That the weaker requirement (3.12) is appropriate follows from the display (3.22) and from The desired coefficients are Bjk := Y,lez(Fj, Ce)x^k ', we denote the matrix {ß;/t}^(t=_00 by B. The matrix B is well defined and ||ß||i, H5H«, are finite because of (2.3) and x 's invertibility. Hence, in particular, r\j e Vx by Proposition 1 and Theorem 275 on p. 198 of Hardy, Littlewood and Pólya [11] .
To advance the proof, we require
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where the {pk}kL_00 are fixed multiples of the coefficients of the (n+l) st-order divided difference operator based on the knots associated with Bct 's support. The last display implies (3.26) as (H¡, 4>(--xk)) is of polynomial growth but not a polynomial, whereas there are no nontrivial polynomially growing sequences (except polynomials of degree n ) in the kernel of the aforementioned difference operator. Therefore, by taking an (n + 1) st divided difference of (</>(• -y), Hj) with respect to y at the n + 2 points x2k_x, x2k , x2k+x, x2k+3, x2k+5, ... , x2k+2n_x , and by the Peano kernel theorem, for a suitable positive constant C. Here, x2k e (x2k_x, x2k+2n_x). If we sum (3.27) over j e Z, the result is bounded independently of k , since 13^-oo \lj\ is uniformly bounded because of (2.1), the compact support of the B-splines and ||ß||i < oo . By the same token, if (3.27) is summed over k, the result is again bounded, independently of j, since n¡ e LX(R) and k < oo . D
We continue with the proof of Theorem 3 and recall that it is still our aim to expand each r\¡ in terms of the y/k which proves F¡ e V0 © Wo . Equipped with Lemma 4, our goal is precisely to show the following lemma: Lemma 5. Let r¡}■, j e Z, be defined by (3.20 ,, 3m Hj := Er=-oo W--T2*+"+i), Hj)**, n odd 1 The second inequality in (3.31) follows from the fact that Y^T=-oo \^jk\ **s const < oo and ¿Z'JL_00 \Bjk\ ^ const < oo, uniformly in j and k, respectively, and from Theorem 275 on p. 198 of Hardy, Littlewood and Pólya [11] . The first inequality in (3.31) is true by Lemma 5. D
We remark that the assertions of Theorem 3 remain true if </> is no longer positive, so long as it is explicitly demanded that ||D-/||00<1, ||Z>-/||-< 1 and ||/-/||00<l,in order that the Neumann series argument can be applied. Wt 's imply (3.32). D
We point out that, according to the requirements of Theorem 3, it may not always be possible to construct prewavelets that span Wk for arbitrarily large k depending on xk , the prescribed radial function and its parameters. If this happens in practice and when using multiquadrics for instance, y must be chosen suitably to allow that the sufficient conditions for the existence of prewavelets with small stepsizes in Theorem 3 are met, where the stepsize should be according to the resolution we wish to obtain.
Further examples to our theory can be obtained by applying it, for example, to (r2 + y2y (where ß eZ\ 2Z+ ). Quickly decaying radial functions with positive Fourier transforms 4>(r) = exp(-y2r2), y > 0, cj)(r) = exp(-y|r|), etc., can be used too, in this case directly as <j> without any differentiation. The essential feature that admits derivation of suitable decaying functions from the radial functions by differentiation is that g be positive and integrable outside a neighborhood of the origin, with perhaps an integer-order singularity at zero. It is the purpose of the differentiation to resolve this singularity. More specifically, g(r) = yjr2 + y2 with </> = ,?(4) or <j>(r) = -^-j are both suitable choices for n = 3 and n = 0, respectively, except they have to be normalized to integrate to one. It is highly relevant to the computation of the prewavelets that, if <p = £>("+1) as in our initial multiquadric example for n = 1, the entries of the matrix D are a constant multiple of instead of (3.1). This observation has been used to create Figure 1 of the multiquadric prewavelet for n = 1. It uses integer data randomly perturbed (by at most 0.4 ) and y = 0.1 . The positions of the centers are indicated by crosses. So we see there a multiquadric prewavelet for scattered centers, probably for the first time in the literature. It remains to add, however, that the theory presented here is far from complete, which reflects the fact that the approach to scattered data prewavelets is substantially different from that of prewavelets on gridded data. For instance, no Riesz basis properties are shown of the prewavelets presented here nor are there concrete estimates for their asymptotic behavior at infinity. In order not to end on a downbeat note, we point out that it was shown in Buhmann [3] how to derive explicit decay estimates for prewavelets and decomposition coefficients Ajk , Bjk , if cb is a derivative of a radial basis function from the class discussed in that paper and the centers are equally spaced. In this context it is also important to note that, when the centers are equally spaced, Riesz stability for the l2(Z) norm can be shown, so that the prewavelets here form a Riesz basis for W0 . We do not elaborate on this point, however, because
